Categories of fellows

1. Research fellows
a. General

2. Professorial fellows
Professorial fellows are attached to the IIAAS to lecture at universities in the Netherlands.

3. Senior visiting fellows
The IIAAS can offer excellent senior scholars the opportunity to pursue research in the Netherlands.

4. Visiting exchange fellows
The IIAAS has signed several Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) with foreign research institutions, thus providing scholarsh with an opportunity to participate in international exchanges.

5. Affiliated fellows
The IIAAS offers office facilities to excellent scholars who have found their own financial support and who would like to do research in the Netherlands for a certain period. The IIAAS further mediates in finding funding for those who have yet not secured means to cover their fellowship expenses (please also see the application form).

6. Gonda fellows
Annually, the IIAAS offers office facilities and living accommodation to five fellows selected and funded by the Netherlands Research Foundation (KNAW). Please check the KNAW website for information and the application form at www.knaw.nl

7. Research guests
The IIAAS can offer office facilities to excellent scholars who would like to visit the institute for a short period. Both IIAAS affiliated fellowship applications and requests for IIAAS mediation for funding post-PHD researchers can be submitted at any time (no application deadline).

Hereunder you will find, ordered by region, country and in alphabetical order, the names and research topics of all fellows currently engaged at the International Institute for Asian Studies. Mentioned are further: country of origin, period of affiliation, kind of fellowship, and if applicable funding source/co-sponsor.

General

Miriam Anurag, MA (Morocco) Stationed at the ASSR PhD student within the WOTRO/ASSR/IIAS programme ‘Transnational Society, Media and Citizenship’ The making of a collective Palestinian identity 1 May 2001 – 1 May 2005

Dr Chen Hsiu-Li (Taiwan) Stationed at the Branch Office Amsterdam Visiting exchange fellow, sponsored by the NSC International product penetration 14 January 2005 – 14 July 2005

Dr Roel Meijer (the Netherlands) Research fellow Religion, transnationalism and radicalism 1 March 2003 – 3 July 2003

Dr Bert Remijzen (Belgium) Affiliated fellow Performing arts in Bali Violence in Bali 1 March 2003 – 31 January 2005

Dr Margaret Slobodian (Nepal) Senior visiting fellow Capital punishment in Nepal: a historical perspective 7 May 2003 – 30 June 2003

Ilona Manoevskaja, MA (Russia) Gonda fellow Characteristics of the commentarial genre in the Mahayana Buddhism 1 April 2003 – 30 August 2003

Dr David N. Sou (United Kingdom) Affiliated fellow Globalisation: an investigation into the emerging Asian space industry. A new force in space? 4 October 2002 – 4 October 2003

Central Asia

Dr Mehlul Puvvuli Aminel (the Netherlands) Stationed in Leiden and at the Branch Office Amsterdam Research fellow Conflict, security and development in the post-Soviet era: toward regional economic cooperation in the Central Asian region 1 July 2002 – 31 December 2003

Dr Alex McKay (Australia) Research fellow The history of Tibet and the Indian Himalayas 1 October 2000 – 1 October 2005

Dr Irina Morozova (Russia) Affiliated fellow, sponsored by NWO Corruption, security and development in the post-Soviet era: toward regional economic cooperation in the Central Asian region 24 April 2003 – 24 October 2003

Dr Cecilia Odé (the Netherlands) Research fellow Violence in Central Asia: the tonde and taiga 1 July 2002 – 2 July 2003

South Asia

Dr Atul Boinerius (Lithuania) Gonda fellow The early sources and historical development of medieval Indian astrology 1 September 2003 – 31 January 2004

Dr Hanne de Bruin (the Netherlands) Affiliated fellow Stationed at the Branch Office Amsterdam The making of Islamic modernism. The transmission of Islamic reformism from the Middle East to the Malay-Indonesian archipelago in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 8 September 2001 – 18 September 2005

Dr Cecilia Odé (the Netherlands) Research fellow Violence in Central Asia: the tonde and taiga 1 July 2002 – 2 July 2003

Dr Peter van Ewijck (Switzerland) Affiliated fellow Cowing evil in the city: health transition among elderly in North Sulawesi, Indonesia 13 July 2003 – 30 October 2003

Dr Julian Eindhooven (the Netherlands) Stationed at the ASSR PhD student within the ASSR/IAAS/WOTRO programme ‘Transnational Society, Media and Citizenship’ The changing function of ICT, state ethnopoiesis and identity formation among the Mentawaians (West Sumatra) 1 November 2000 – 1 November 2004

Dr Arndt Graf (Germany) Affiliated fellow Political marketing 20 August 2002 – 2 October 2003

Dr Brett Warren Hough (Australia) Performing arts in Bali Violence in Bali 1 March 2003 – 31 January 2005

Dr Prof. Zohra Ibrahim (Malaysia) Affiliated fellow Female exchange and knowledge sharing in Southeast Asia 6 January 2003 – 6 January 2004

Moch Nur Ichwan, MA (Indonesia) PhD student within the project ‘Islam in Indonesia’ The making and unmaking of statism. Islamic state production of Islamic discourse in New Order Indonesia and afterwards 6 April 2001 – 6 April 2005

Dr Jasper van der Kerkhof, MA (the Netherlands) Affiliated fellow, sponsored by NIOD ‘Indonesianisation and nationalisation’, the emancipation and reorientation of the economy and the world of industry and commerce 15 October 2002 – 15 October 2003

Dr Michael Laffan (Australia) Research fellow The making of Islamic modernism. The transmission of Islamic reformism from the Middle East to the Malay-Indonesian archipelago in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 8 September 2001 – 18 September 2005

Dr Ahmad Syafi‘i, MA (Indonesia) PhD student within the framework of the project ‘Islam in Indonesia’ The place of sufis orders in the religious life of contemporary Jakarta 18 September 2001 – 18 September 2005

Dr Prof. NAKAMURA Kiyoshi (Japan) Affiliated fellow, sponsored by the JSPS and NWO Ethnography of Balinese salae in the context of post-colonial and post-New Order Indonesia 1 January 2003 – 31 August 2003

Dr Noorhaidi, MA (Indonesia) PhD student within the project ‘Islam in Indonesia’ The making and unmaking of statism. Islamic state production of Islamic discourse in New Order Indonesia and afterwards 6 April 2001 – 6 April 2005

East Asia

Dr Prof. CHANG Mau-kuai Michael (Taiwan) Visiting exchange fellow, sponsored by the NSC The Privilege of Politics in Taiwan 1 September 2003 – 31 January 2004


Dr HO Ming-Yu (Taiwan) Visiting exchange fellow, sponsored by the NSC Law, foreign direct investment and economic development in Taiwan 1992-2002 18 December 2002 – 18 January 2005

Dr HOU Yu (China) Affiliated fellow, sponsored by NUFFIC China’s industrial structure and sustainable development after entering WTO 1 September 2002 – 30 June 2003

Dr Li BoYa, BA (China) PhD student within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IAS research programme ‘The Syntax of the Languages of Southern China’ 1 January 2001 – 31 December 2005

Dr Prof. SADOI Yuri (Japan) Affiliated fellow, sponsored by the Mitsubishi Motors Corporation The problems of the Japanese automobile production system in the different cultural setting, the case of the Netherlands 1 September 1999 – 1 September 2003

Dr Prof. SIO Joana, BA (Hong Kong) PhD student within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IAS research programme ‘The Syntax of the Languages of Southern China’ 1 January 2001 – 31 December 2005

Dr Prof. TSAI Wei-Tien Dylan (Taiwan) Visiting exchange fellow within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IAS research programme ‘The Syntax of the Languages of Southern China’ 1 December 2002 – 31 March 2004